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Ahhoz, hogy hozzá tudjál szólni, regisztráció szükséges! Csak egy pár perc :)
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Kedves Látogató! - Dear Visitor!
Ha hozzá akarsz szólni, akkor regisztrálnod kell. A megsokasodott kéretlen hozzászólások miatt sajnos meg
kellett szüntetnünk az automatikus regisztrálást. Ezentúl a következőt kell tenned, ha Te is szeretnél a fórum
tagja lenni: írj egy e-mailt az istvan@meder.hu-ra "fórum regisztrácó" fejléccel és a következő tartalommal:
felhasználó név, e-mail cím, és egy rövid leírás, hogy mihez szeretnél hozzászólni. Megértésedet nagyon
köszönjük!
If you want to write a message, you should have an account to the forum. According to the increasing
number of spammers we had to stop automatic registration via form. Now you should the the following:
please send an e-mail to istvan@meder.hu whit the "forum registration" title and body containing: your
username, e-mail address and a short description of your message you want to add. Thanks a lot for your
attention!
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The picture taken by Aron:
http://www.boothi-tech.nl/foto&#039;s%20voor%20site/bottle.jpg
This is the family Oerlemans from belgium and his wife Kee Oerlemans from the Netherlands "my country".
In front of me i have a newspaper with big on the frontpage "Message in a bottle arrived!!" and a big picture
of the ship.
Real funny this kind of news and the picture from Aron.
Have a nice weekend!!!
Jero
jeroen's Website

2 Reply by meder 2007-03-11 12:14:55
meder
Administrator
Offline
Registered: 2006-10-18
Posts: 607
Re: Message in a bottle
Hi Jero,
That's really fanny. I'm going to reflect on that and about some other interesting things soon... So, it's high
time to learn Hungarian :-)
By the way, some nice peoples (and a nice girl :-) started to translate Aron's logbook. You can already read
the last one, and I hope soon the rest of them.
Have a nice day,
Istvan

3 Reply by jeroen 2007-03-11 22:44:28
jeroen
New member
Offline
From: wijdewormer
Registered: 2006-11-25
Posts: 8
Re: Message in a bottle
meder wrote:
Hi Jero,
That's really fanny. I'm going to reflect on that and about some other interesting things soon...
So, it's high time to learn Hungarian :-)
By the way, some nice peoples (and a nice girl :-) started to translate Aron's logbook. You can
already read the last one, and I hope soon the rest of them.
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Have a nice day,
Istvan
Is there a "hungarian for dummies" book?

So i can learn fast.

jeroen's Website

4 Reply by aron 2007-03-12 15:51:47
aron
Member
Offline
Registered: 2006-11-07
Posts: 234
Re: Message in a bottle
Hi Jeroen,
I am very glad to hear from you.
How are you? And your Carina (Hi-TECH)?
What is your plan about summer? Where will you sailing by HI-TECH?
I hope you will follow my trip...
Best regards,
Carina and Aron
Bonaire, Neth.

5 Reply by jeroen 2007-03-18 03:10:01
jeroen
New member
Offline
From: wijdewormer
Registered: 2006-11-25
Posts: 8
Re: Message in a bottle
aron wrote:
Hi Jeroen,
I am very glad to hear from you.
How are you? And your Carina (Hi-TECH)?
What is your plan about summer? Where will you sailing by HI-TECH?
I hope you will follow my trip...
Best regards,
Carina and Aron
Bonaire, Neth.
Hi Aron,
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i Veel very good thank you, and you?
HI-TECH is in a good progress (a good state) at the moment.
http://www.boothi-tech.nl/Joomla/content/view/17/31/ take a look at the last 7 pictures, that is her state now
but "cleaner".
29e of march i take her to her place at the "IJsselmeer" that is a lake in Holland.
And my further plans is sailing in Holland at the moment and later at the north-sea. but we will see.
Have a nice weekend,
And as whe say here: de groeten uit Nederland (greetings from Holland).
Jeroen
HI-TECH
jeroen's Website
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